
A Quasar in a Galaxy!

New "quasar-galaxy" ESO 113-/G45 photographed at 3.6 m prime (oeus. Exposure time 70
min on sensitized /lla-J + GG385 (blue light). The insert shows a short exposure (same
seale) o( the nueleus, whieh is indistinguishable (rom a stellar image, e(. the star just under
the" N". It is not yet known whether the eompanion galaxy, SE o( the nueleus, is at the same
distanee. Original seale 19"/mm.
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ed on the stellar appearance of the
nucleus (M. N. R. A. S. 180,391, August
1977).

Slit spectra were obtained in Octo
ber 1977 with the Las Campanas 1 m
Swope telescope by Dr. R. M. West of
ESO. The importance of the object be
came clear when the redshift of the
Balmer lines of hydrogen indicated a
velocity of 13,600 km S-l for the
13th-mag object. The lines were very
broad as in a Seyfert I galaxy. Within a
few days, Dr. A. Danks obtained deep
plates in the 3.6 m prime focus and
G. Alcafno made UBV photometry on
several consecutive nights. The three
astronomers have now submitted their
detailed results for publication in
Astronomy & Astrophysics.

They fi nd that 113-IG45 is outstand
ing, both among Seyfert galaxies and
quasars, because it has a well-devel
oped "spiral structure" with a diame
ter of not less than 75 kpc (angular 64
arcseconds) and, at the same time, a
bright nucleus (apparent magnitude
13.2) of quasar-appearance and -col
ours.

ESO 113-IG45 (R. A. = 01 h 21~ 9;
Decl. = -59 0 04'; 1950) will now be
studied in detail in the hope that it
may throw new light on the quasar
phenomenon. Who knows, maybe it
is really a "missing link"?
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Astronomers have observed quasars
since 1963. More than 600 are now cat
alogued, but we still know relatively
little about them. Most scientists be
lieve that they are at "cosmological"
distances, i. e. that their redshifts re
flect the expansion of the universe,
and that they therefore are very dis
tant and very luminous objects.

It appears that there is a smooth
transition between the brightest Sey
fert I galaxies (characterized by smalI,
bright nuclei with broad emission
lines) and the faintest quasars, and
that quasars may simply be the very
bright nuclei of galaxies so distant that
we cannot see the faint spiral arms
around the nucleus. This hypothesis is
supported by the discovery of "fuzz"
around some of the nearer quasars
and of "mini-quasars" in the centres of
some Seyfert I galaxies. The new gal
axy, shown above, is unique, because
it is relatively nearby (distance only
250 Mpc) and has a "real" quasar (abso
lute magnitude Mv = -24) in its centre.

Its name is ESO 113-IG45 (Interact
ing galaxy No. 45 in ESO (B) Atlas field
No. 113; ESO/Uppsala list No. 5, ESO
Scientific Preprint No. 8, June 1977). It
was noted independently by a South
African astronomer, Dr. A. P. Fairall,
who obtained its spectrum by placing a
grating in front of his telescope. This
technique does not give the radial ve
locity, but Dr. Fairall classified the
spectrum as "Seyfert" and comment-
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